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Abstract

This talk concernsa topic at the intersection of statistical risk analysis, game
theory, and portfolio theory: How to invest in protection when the threats are
intelligent? The problem arisesin counterterrorism and corporate competition, but
our motivating example is the 2002decisionon how to addressthe possibility that
bioterrorists would deliberately causea smallpox epidemic.

This is, in many ways, a tabletop exercise. But the technique is not hard to
implement in practical circumstances,and has advantatges over the current risk
assessment methodology being usedby the Department of Homeland Security.
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1. The Con text

Terrorists can invest in a portfolio of attacks. Someattacks are more expensive to
mount, or more likely to be detected, or mature on a longer timeline. Also, some
attacks preclude other attacks.

The U.S. can invest in a portfolio of countermeasures.Somecountermeasuresare
narrowly protective, other more general. The costsof countermeasuresare variable,
and their successrate is often unknown. And somecountermeasurespreclude others.

The outcome from most pairs of possibleportfolio selectionsis highly stochastic.
But it is important to useanalysis to get the best possibleportfolio. Mistakesare
expensive, both in terms of vulnerabilit y and in terms of opportunit y costs.
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2. A Smallp ox Tabletop Study

In 2002/2003, the U.S. government was visibly concernedabout the possibility that
terrorists would usesmallpox.

On December 13, 2002,President Bush announcedthat smallpox was a major threat.
In January, he declareda plan to vaccinate 11 million Americans against smallpox,
starting with the military and �rst responders.
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Public concernwas high.

� The anthrax letter attacks in 2001had shown that high-tech bioterrorism could
happen.

� In 2001,senior government o�cials had conducted a high-pro�le exercisecalled
'Dark Winter' in which a smallpox attack on Oklahoma Cit y quickly (and
unrealistically) spread to the entire U.S. Ex-Senator Sam Nunn played the
president, and the widely disseminatedconclusionfrom the exercisewas that the
U.S. was not prepared to respond to a massive bioterrorist attack.

� Smallpox is a fearful disease,and the historical aura of horror lingers.

� Routine smallpox vaccination had beendiscontin ued in the U.S. in 1972,and the
reserve suppliesof vaccinewere limited.

However, there was little clear evidenceof an immediate smallpox threat, and the
cost of proactive protection was high. Scienti�c advisors had very di�eren t opinions.
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2.1 Smallp ox Facts

� In 1967,WHO estimated that there were 15 million cases,with 2 million deaths.

� In 1979,WHO certi�ed the eradication of smallpox (the e�ort cost $300million).

� In developed nations, the most recent natural outbreak was in Yugoslavia in 1972.
In the U.S., the last outbreak had beenin NYC in 1947;6.3 million peoplewere
inoculated within three weeks.

� There are two forms: Variola major (hemorrhagic) and Variola minor. After
infection, the incubation period lasts about 12 days, and the diseasebecomes
obvious and infectious on the 12-15th day. By the 28th day, the patient is dead or
recovering.

� Smallpox is lessinfectious that measlesor inuenza. In developed nations, no
recent epidemic has progressedbeyond the secondgeneration.

� The fatalit y rate from Variola major is between3% and 35%. For Variola minor
is about 1% with modern treatment.
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The last natural caseof hemorrhagic smallpox killed Rahima Banu, a two-year-old
girl in Bangladeshin 1975. The last natural caseof Variola minor was a Somali cook
named Ali Maow Maalin, who survived.

In 1978 there was an accidental releasefrom a Birmingham laboratory. A medical
photographer died. This led to the elimination all stocks except for archival samples
maintained in the U.S. and Russia.
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2.2 The Smallp ox Decision

In 2002,U.S. policy-makers felt that terrorists might make three kinds of smallpox
attack:

� A major attack, involving multiple cities and weaponized virus.

� A minor attack, similar to the anthrax letters.

� No smallpox attack.

And the kinds of defensesunder consideration were:

� Stockpiling vaccine

� Stockpiling vaccineand increasingbiosurveillance

� Stockpile, increasebiosurveillance, inoculate all �rst responders

� Inoculate essentially everyone.
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To explore these possibledefenses,the U.S. held a seriesof public meetings and
sought scienti�c advice. D. A. Hendersonwent around the country giving lectures,
analysts weighed intelligence, political support was calculated, op-ed piecesgot
written, and so forth.

The CDC recommendedagainst widespreadinoculation. The vaccinekills about 1-3
peopleper million, and about 3 peopleper 100,000undergo extensive hospitalization.
About 30% of recipients miss the next day of work.

But President Bush and other political leaderswanted to buy and use massive
amounts of vaccine.

In this setting we describe a tabletop exploration of the gametheory and risk analysis
approach. The analysis was performed at the FDA, but not disclosedat the time.
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In game-theoretic terms, the payo� matrix for this problem is:

No A ttac k Minor A ttac k Ma jor A ttac k

Sto ckpile C11 C12 C13

Biosurv eillance C21 C22 C23

First Resp onders C31 C32 C33

Mass Ino culation C41 C42 C43

Note: Ideally, the option of not even stockpiling vaccinecould have beenpart of this
table. However, FDA management ruled against that exploration.

A classicalgametheory personwould use the minimax theorem to �nd the optimal
play for U.S. policy-makers. But this overlooks many problems.
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Someof the problematic assumptionsof classicgametheory include:

� Perfect kno wledge of the payo� matrix entries. But this might be
improved by risk analysis.

� A zero-sum game. For this application, the zero-sumformulation is probably
reasonablyaccurate.

� Rational minimaxing opp onents. Kahnemann and Tversky (and any
thoughtful adult) recognizethat decision-makingis not rational in a strong sense.
The Kadane-Larkey Bayesianversion of gametheory o�ers a potential solution.

� Equiv alen t utilit y functions. Terrorists may prize targets di�eren tly the U.S.
does. The Kadane-Larkey formulation can also addressthis.

� One-time games with simultaneous moves. Our matrix represents a
normal-form version of game theory; the extensive form applies to sequential
alternating moves. Dynamic programming is probably a better tool.

� Su�cien t resources for all attac ks. Someof the options are much more
expensive than others. Additionally , terrorists must have regular visible successes
to ensurea contin ual supply of committed volunteers. These circumstances
suggestthat portfolio analysis should be an important tool.
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If we believed the assumptions,the von Neumann (1928) showed that the minimax
solution is optimal. The U.S. picks the defensewith the smallest row-wise maximum
cost, and the terrorist picks the attack with the largest column-wiseminimum cost.

If the common cell is not the one that attains the U.S. minimum and the terrorist
maximum, then randomization is used. This givesa stable solution.

von Neumann Nash Aumann
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Game theory has weakenedsomeof the more unrealistic assumptions. There are ways
to handle imperfect knowledgeof the payo� matrix, asymmetric information, repeated
play and, to a limited extent, asynchronous moves.

Nonetheless,there is an important alternativ e. In 1982,Jay Kadane and Pat Larkey
developed a Bayesianversion of game theory in which one ends up putting prior
distributions over the actions of one's opponent and then choosing the action that
minimizes the expected loss.

In many ways, the minimum expected losscriterion seemsmore robust and reasonable
than the minimax criterion. And it seemswell-suited to applications in which there is
partial information from intelligence about the interests and activities of terrorists.

This tabletop exerciseusesboth criteria and comparesthe result.
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Statistical risk analysis also plays a central role. As previously indicated, the costs
in the payo� table are unknown. Risk analysis can �nd reasonabledistributions for
theserandom costs.

Consider the cost C11 in the top-left cell. It represents the cost to the U.S. of
stockpiling vaccinewhen, in fact, no terrorist attack using smallpox is made.

C11 = cost to test diluted Dryv ax + cost to test Av entis vaccine

+ cost to mak e 209 x 106 doses + cost to pro duce VIG

+ logistic/storage/device costs:
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The Dryvax and Aventis vaccineshad beenkept in storage for years. Their residual
potency was unclear, and it was hoped that these could be diluted to stretch the
amount of vaccine available. Such testing involves laboratory trials and in vitro
challenges.

Two experts pooled their opinions and decidedthat the cost for such testing might be
uniformly distributed between$2 million and $5 million.

The FDA said that new vaccine production cost was not random. The contract
speci�ed $512million. (Actually , when last I checked the cost overrun had gone to
almost $1 billion.)

VIG cost might be N($100 million, $20 million 2).

Logistics costsmight be N($940 million, $100million 2).
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The other costs in the matrix can be developed in similarly Delphic ways. (And
although one should be very skeptical of such exercises,in fact this is the way that
CREATE, DHS, and many other counterterrorism groups are proceedingin trying to
build expert judgment into their analyses.)

Note that the di�eren t costs in the matrix are correlated. If the stockpiling costs turn
out to be higher than expected, those higher costsshould also appear as a summand
in every cell in that samerow. Similarly, if the unknown number of cities that are
attacked in the third column is unusually high, that samelarge value should drive
every cell in that column. The payo� table is a random matrix with a complex
correlation structure.

In the tabletop exercise,we tried to have two experts independently assesseach
unknown quantit y, and then reconcile their judgments. That was not always possible,
and the intent here is to illustrate the strategy.

It is unlikely that the overall decision is grossly sensitive to minor di�erences in the
risk modeling at this level.
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Other terms that experts assessedinclude:

� The value of a human life was treated as �xed, at $750,000.(This follows the
DOT human capital model; non-market methods tend to give higher values.)

� The number of cities attacked in the third column: they judged this to be a
shifted Poissonwith mean 5 and shift 2.

� The number of key personnelto be inoculated: this was guessedto be uniform
between.5 million and .6 million.

� The number of smallpox casesper attack: this was guessedto be gamma with
mean 10 and sd 100.

� The cost to treat one smallpox case:normal with mean $200,000and sd $50,000.

� The economiccostsof a single attack: gamma with mean $5 billion and sd $10
billion.

The latter cost dominates the values in the cost table, pushing the minimax decision
rule towards signi�can t investment.
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Regarding the payo� table as a random matrix, then one realization of it looks like
the following:

No A ttac k Minor A ttac k Ma jor A ttac k

Sto ckpile $1.5B $16.3 $29.3B

Biosurv eillance $2.7B $5.6B $15.1B

First Resp onders $2.7B $6.2B $11.6B

Mass Ino culation $2.4B $2.9B $4.4B

Many such realizations are generated,and for each the minimax decisionand the
minimum expected loss decision are calculated. The minimum expected loss rule
requires estimatesof the conditional probabilities of attack.

One �nds the proportion of realizations for which each of the four investment
decisions(Stockpile, Biosurveillance, Key PersonnelInoculation, Inoculate Everyone)
is the superior decision. This is an estimate of the probabilit y that a given strategy is
the best.
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The following table givesestimates of the probabilities of a smallpox attack given
terrorist knowledgeof which protective investment the U.S. made. No input was
provided by an intelligence analyst working in this area, but the overall magnitude
seemsreasonable.

No A ttac k Minor A ttac k Ma jor A ttac k

Sto ckpile .95 .040 .010

Biosurv eillance .96 .035 .005

First Resp onders .96 .039 .001

Mass Ino culation .99 .009 .001

If the U.S. were to only stockpile vaccine, then the probabilit y of no smallpox attack
is .95, the probabilit y of a single attack is .04, and the probabilit y of multiple attacks
is .01. Similarly, one reads the conditional attack probabilities for other investments
acrossthe row.

The minimum expected losscriterion multiplies the probabilities in each row above by
the corresponding costs in the corresponding row of the payo� table, and then sums
acrossthe columns. The best defensehas the smallest sum.
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We ran 100 simulations of the payo� table and found the best decisionsunder the
minimax and minimum expected loss (MEL) criteria. (We also considereda scoring
function that took account of the magnitude of the di�erences betweenthe choices.)

Mimimax MEL

Sto ckpile 13 99

Biosurv eillance 21 0

First Resp onders 27 0

Mass Ino culation 39 1

If we had beenallowed to consider the option of not even stockpiling vaccine, that
might have beenpreferred by MEL.

One can do sensitivity analysis by examining the inuence of di�eren t assumptions
about the probabilit y of attack or di�eren t models for generating the random payo�
table.
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Exploration found a probabilit y table that made the MEL criterion give results
similar to the minimax criterion:

No A ttac k Minor A ttac k Ma jor A ttac k

Sto ckpile .70 .20 .10

Biosurv eillance .80 .15 .05

First Resp onders .85 .10 .05

Mass Ino culation .90 .05 .05

Mimimax MEL

Sto ckpile 13 15

Biosurv eillance 21 29

First Resp onders 27 40

Mass Ino culation 39 16
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3. Getting O� the Tabletop

Currently , counterbioterrorism planners at DHS (and their prime contractor, Battelle)
take an entirely di�eren t approach. They construct event trees for di�eren t kinds of
bioterrorist attacks.

For example, at the top of the tree a terrorist decideswhether to buy smallpox or
manufacture it ab initio. Expert elicitation determinesthe probabilit y of each branch.
Beneath that on the purchaseline, experts evaluate the probabilit y of successin
di�eren t black markets, and on the manufacturing line di�eren t experts evaluate
the probabilit y of successusing di�eren t synthesis techniques. Much lower in the
tree are simulations of the number of people infected using SEIR models of disease
transmission.

This is not an obvious improvement on the 2002DHS methodology, which had smart
peoplethink of threats and rank them from 1 to 5 in terms of impact and from 1 to 5
in terms of di�cult y.
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Currently , resourceinvestment in counterterrorism is fragmented. Compartmentalized
decisiontheory leadsto suboptimal solutions.

For example, investment in intelligence can partially protect the U.S. against
smallpox, truck bombs, and food poisoning. A global analysis might �nd that
counterintelligence is more cost-e�ective in risk reduction than piecemealinvestments
by di�eren t agenciesto stockpile variola vaccine(CDC), inspect trucks entering NYC
(DOT), and harden the food supply chain (FDA).

We don't have a good understanding of how to balance the costs and bene�ts of
partially overlapping soft/general defensesagainst very speci�c and possibly hard
defenses.

And it may be that no defenseis really possible. A lot of time spent listening to very
sharp peopletalk about counterterrorism createsthe strong impressionthat there are
so many possiblesigni�can t threats that it is economically infeasible to addressthem.
A determined adversary will always �nd something heinousto do. It may be better to
work harder on making friends.
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Adversarial risk analysis should involve:

� Game theory, to take account of the fact that the opponents respond to and
anticipate each other's actions.

� Risk analysis, to reect the uncertain results of particular choices.

� Portfolio theory, to incorporate the resourceconstraints on each opponent, the
opportunit y costs,and the time frame on which ROI needsto be realized.

Crude useof thesewill be �ne. The gametheory should probably be Bayesian,and
rough approximations of attack probabilities are usually �ne (sensitivit y analysis
shows where re�nement matters).

The risk analysisdoesn't have to be fussy. Order of magnitude costsand uncertainties
represent are as accurate as we can hope to achieve.
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Portfolio analysis gets into deepmathematical water. It also raisesnew uncertainties
about the decisionsof one's opponents.

The mathematical issuespertain to in�nite-horizon dynamic programming,
presumably with non-stationary noise. As the name implies, it is similar to deciding
how to make smart investments in the stock market. But that is a high standard, and
if one can look just two stepsahead, that is often approximately optimal.

The practical uncertainties concernhow one's opponents value risks and rewards.
If Al-Qaeda runs like a business,then it needsto ensurecapital for the future, a
steady stream of recruits, and regular visibilit y|this leadsto a somewhat risk-averse
approach. Alternativ ely, it its leadership consistsof plungers, then it might stake
everything on a single attack.

However, the valuations of the opponent are only half the problem. Defendersneedto
understand their own risk pro�le, and managethe assetsaccordingly.

In 2007/8, SAMSI will hold a year-long program on risk analysis. Theseissueswill be
addressedin more detail there.
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